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Education has the power of changing lives.
With knowledge and skills,
together we can change the world.

Kalevala Training Center project was started in April 2020. The aim of the project is to start
and run a training center in Makongeni village, Kenya. The purpose of the project is to
provide training opportunities for young girls and women. We focus on the most vulnerable
girls, who are in the weakest position in the society.
The target groups of the project are teenager mothers, youth of poor families, school
dropouts, and other girls who are lacking education, between the ages of 16 and 25. Girls who
have completed primary or those, who have never joined school are welcome to join the
courses.
We started our project with construction work. During the construction period we worked
together with local workers, artisans, and suppliers from the area. we used local materials
and working methods. Our construction stage gave job opportunities for 86 local experts,
helpers, artisans, and suppliers.
Finally, after finishing the construction and furnishing of the training center, we hired our local
staff members: 6 teachers, cleaner and security guard. All our staff members are professionals
from their own field. Our teachers have long-term experience with their area and high
understanding of the critical challenges girls and women are facing in the rural villages.
Kalevala Training Center was officially opened on 25th of August 2020 and from beginning of
September our course program started to run. We offer three different courses: Computer
Packages, Salon & Hairdressing and Tailoring & Dressmaking course.
First students from computer and salon class had their graduation ceremony in the end of
November 2020. Second graduation ceremony was held on March 2021, when second group
of salon students and first group of tailoring students were graduating. By end of the pilot
year, 62 students graduated from Kalevala Training Center.

Our first quarterly of the year started with highest number of students we have had so far
since starting the project. Our classes were filled unbelievable fast and because of extremely
high demand, we decided to give chances for extra students. Since the demand was high, we
opened admission for coming groups as well. Amazingly fast from there, also July groups were
filled.

Because of Covid19 pandemic, Government of Kenya commanded all class 4 students in the
country to stay home from March to July 2021. While this was planned to help to prevent the
spread of the deadly virus, staying home can cause serious harm for vulnerable young girls in
rural areas. School closure did not just deny children their basic right to learn; it also exposed
children to extremely harmful and vulnerable circumstances such as child labor, child
marriage, teenage pregnancy, violence, and abuse. Schools are safe places where all children
are protected from different forms of abuse. When there is no school, all these children are
exposed.
To protect the most vulnerable girls from the village, we decided to plan special program for
those class 4 girls. We opened an extra computer class in our library. One of our graduated

students started her attachment as teacher’s helper. She planned and implemented simple
computer training for the kids.
18 girls started the new program. These girls had a chance to learn how to use laptop and
tablet, how to type, how to create simple documents and how to search information from
internet. These young girls were so active and motivated, that they started their morning
every day early and finished the day late in the evening. By end of July, they will join primary
school again, but they already asked if there is a chance for them to come back to learn more
during holidays. – Why not!

Our third graduation ceremony was organized on 22nd June 2021. This included group of
Computer Packages course students and Salon & Hairdressing students. We invited
community members, parents, and volunteers to join our ceremony. First our master of
ceremony welcomed the junior computer class students to entertain the audience with songs
and poems about importance of education and how KTC has given them a chance to access
the training. After entertainment, our committee members gave motivational talks and
encouraged the students to dream big and challenge themselves to reach those dreams.
After speeches, all classes presented their skills and how much they have learned. Computer
class students showed how to design an invitation card. Salon class students displayed how
to do different hairstyles depending on the choices of the client. Tailoring class students
presented their work pieces and clothes they have made in class.
In the end of ceremony, our teachers hand over certificate to all the 17 students from salon
class and 18 students from Computer class.

For the second year of Kalevala Training Center project, we created development action plan.
KTC Development Plan is here to open the options of how to develop the project and the
courses of the Kalevala Training Center. During the year, the KTC Development Plan can be
reviewed, and tasks can be replanned depending on the need.
KTC development actions has been planned to follow our quarterly reporting schedule. Every
quarterly has its main development plans and actions to be implemented. This plan is here to
guide us to follow the main development steps and purchases of the year.
During our first quarterly of the second year, we focused mainly to our computer class.
Because of high number of students and extra group of little ones, we were lacking some of
the equipment needed. In addition, we needed to equip our office with a printer, to avoid
disturbing the classwork.

DEVELOPMENT ACTION

EXPLANATION

Additional laptops for
computer class
New memory sticks, mouse
pads and mouses for
computer class

5 pcs new laptops for students

Office printer
Antiviruses for new computer
class laptops

New memory sticks and mouses
& mouse pads for student use
Second printer to avoid disturbing
the class work in the computer class
Antiviruses for new laptops (5 pcs)

While our second project year proceeds, we review our development plan, and we replan the
development tasks if needed. We focus on the most needed actions and tasks, to make our
training center for efficient and our students learning experience even better than before.

DEVELOPMENT ACTION

EXPLANATION

SCHEDULE

Extra shampoo units and
chairs for salon class

4 plastic shampoo units
and 4 chairs.

July 2021

Towel hanger

Hanger system for wet towels

July 2021

Safe boxes / other safe
system for laptops

Safe boxes or safe cupboard
for laptops and other
electrical machines

July 2021

DEVELOPMENT ACTION

EXPLANATION

SCHEDULE

Industrial sewing
machine for tailoring
class

Industrial machine to wide
our student’s expertise and
to give new and wider
employment opportunities.

October 2021

Sewing machine for
disabled

One manual singer sewing
machine and two handles

October 2021

AC machine for computer
class

To cool the classroom during
hot season, to protect our
laptops and other machines

October 2021

DEVELOPMENT ACTION

EXPLANATION

SCHEDULE

Compound improvement

Outdoor stones and other
final touches to improve the
compound cleanliness

January 2022

Binding machine

Binding machine for
computer class

January 2022

The chance to study has been the new beginning for many of our students. Most of them have
been living in crisis and were struggling to find out what to do. Chance to study and return
into their school path, has been great new beginning. Most of our students has been growing
individually and have stood up more confident than ever. We have seen girls joining the
course with empty face and leaving the building with their heads high, carrying their
certificate proudly.

TIME

KTC GRADUATES BY COURSE
Computer
Packages

Salon and
Hairdressing

Tailoring and
Dressmaking

2020

12

14

0

2021

27

30

14

Total

39

44

14

TOTAL GRADUATES 97

From the beginning of the Kalevala Training Center -project, one of our main targets was to
find a way to measure the impact of the project in long-term. Through this project we can
educate 190 girls or young women every year. To be able to measure the long-term impact,
we need to be able to follow the progress of each student after the graduation.
As a first step, we have formed together with our students, an alumnae group to help
maintain connections and ease communication. This included selecting three active students
who are keeping track of the progress of each student after every three months. This will
include checking how they are using the skills they have, if they have got a job or not, are they
still home or they have joined other school and general life progress.

Our second year with KTC will mainly be program maintenance and development. We want
to do even better and learn from the challenges during the process. Our focus will be on our
students. We want to provide the best possible environment for learning. We want to support
them and make sure; every student has a chance to graduate. We will also develop our
alumnae network and bring more courses about entrepreneurship, cv-writing, and business
skills.

